Human adults with normal vision can combine visual landmark and non-visual self-motion cues to improve their navigational precision. Here we asked whether blind individuals treated with a retinal prosthesis could also benefit from using the resultant new visual signal together with non-visual information when navigating. Four patients (blind for 15-52 years) implanted with the Argus II retinal prosthesis (Second Sight Medical Products Inc. Sylmar, CA), and five age-matched and six younger controls, participated. Participants completed a path reproduction and a triangle completion navigation task, using either an indirect visual landmark and non-visual self-motion cues or non-visual self-motion cues only. Control participants wore goggles that approximated the field of view and the resolution of the Argus II prosthesis. In both tasks, control participants showed better precision when navigating with reduced vision, compared to without vision. Patients, however, did not show similar improvements when navigating with the prosthesis in the path reproduction task, but two patients did show improvements in the triangle completion task. Additionally, all patients showed greater precision than controls in both tasks when navigating without vision. These results indicate that the Argus II retinal prosthesis may not provide sufficiently reliable visual information to improve the precision of patients on tasks, for which they have learnt to rely on non-visual senses.
Introduction
During navigation, humans with healthy vision rely on both visual and non-visual sensory information to update their position and orientation within their environment. Like other mammals, humans can use both visual landmarks and idiothetic self-motion cues (including those from vestibular and proprioceptive sensory systems) to track their own movements over time [1] [2] [3] [4] . Research has also shown that adults with healthy vision can improve their navigational performance by combining visual and non-visual cues [5] [6] [7] [8] . In many of these studies, improvements in navigation precision were well predicted by an ideal observer model that averages visual and non-visual sensory estimates, weighted by their reliability.
Following visual loss, individuals must rely solely on non-visual sensory information to make perceptual judgments, and consequently this may impact their performance on many everyday multisensory tasks like navigation. Blind individuals are no longer able to use visual information in combination with non-visual information, although they could still in principle combine information from different non-visual modalities to reduce their sensory estimate uncertainty [9] . They can also use sensory substitution devices to perceive visual information converted into different non-visual signals [10, 11] . Furthermore, research has documented enhanced perception by non-visual modalities for certain tasks following blindness, including tactile discrimination [12, 13] , spatial sound localization [14, 15] and spatial route learning [16] . This improvement in the reliability of non-visual processing has been linked to crossmodal neural reorganisation, with studies showing non-visual recruitment of the occipital cortex in the blind (e.g. review by [17, 18] ). Therefore, whilst the loss of vision may be expected to lead to increased uncertainty and impoverished performance in multisensory activities, this may be partly counterbalanced by a potential reorganisation of sensory processing. Such compensatory plasticity has implications for treatments that aim to restore vision by stimulating the deprived visual system directly, such as retinal prostheses.
The Argus II retinal prosthesis system (Second Sight Medical Products, Inc., Sylmar, CA) is a new treatment that aims to restore vision to patients blinded by outer retinal degenerative diseases, such as retinitis pigmentosa [19] . The device consists of a glasses-mounted miniature camera that sends live video data to an externally-worn processing unit that transforms it into electrical stimulation patterns. These patterns are sent wirelessly to an implant on the retina, directly stimulating preserved retinal cells (see Fig 1) . Using the Argus II system, patients who have been visually deprived for a number of years are once again able to receive visual input. However, prosthetic vision is different to native vision and patients have to learn to interpret the pixelated phosphenes elicited by the implant. Furthermore, the direction of 'gaze' is defined by head position and not by eye position, and due to the small field the environment is explored by head scanning.
In this study we examine whether blind patients, implanted with the Argus II retinal prosthesis, are able to use this new visual signal together with non-visual information, to improve their performance on two well-known navigation tasks: a path reproduction and a triangle completion task. Although previous research has shown that normally sighted adults are able to combine vision with other sensory information to improve their precision [5] [6] [7] [8] , it is unknown whether patients, who have been visually-deprived for a number of years, will similarly benefit from using the new visual information afforded by the prosthesis with other sensory information. To this end, we used two tasks for which both visual information, about an indirect landmark, and non-visual (i.e. vestibular and proprioceptive) self-motion information were potentially useful for improving performance. We assessed whether participants improved their navigational precision or accuracy when given visual and non-visual selfmotion cues together, compared to when using non-visual information alone.
Methods

Ethics Statement
Patients were recruited from the Moorfields Eye Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, London, UK, and the study had received ethical approval from the East Central London committee. Ethical approval for conducting the study with control adults was received from the research ethics 
Participants
Four patients (3 male; aged 49-77 years; mean age 66.0 years) implanted with the Argus II prosthesis in their right eye, at Moorfields Eye Hospital, 4-7 years prior to testing, participated. All had been diagnosed with a retinal degenerative disease (3 retinitis pigmentosa, 1 choroideremia) prior to implant, and reported having been blind for 15-52 years. All patients had some level of bare light perception, but no measurable visual acuity (logMAR 2.9, bare light perception or worse in both eyes). Patients had received visual rehabilitation training provided by Second Sight Inc. prior to this study, that covered basic skills like head scanning. Six young adults (aged 23-29 years; mean age 25.7 years) and 5 age-matched adults (aged 54-74 years; mean age 63.0 years), all with normal or corrected vision, also participated in this study.
Procedure
Participants were asked to complete two tasks: path reproduction and triangle completion. Both tasks were conducted in a darkened room (6.5m x 7.75m), with black walls and black carpet, and involved using a single landmark: an illuminated white square paper shade floor lamp (0.23m x 0.23m x 1.52m, 200cd/m 2 (lamp) against 0.04cd/m 2 (walls & carpet)).
Path reproduction task. Participants were led to a start position and advised that the experimenter would guide them along a path which they would then be asked to reproduce as accurately as possible. The path comprised of an initial 2.5m leg, a 75°rotation, and a final 2m leg. The landmark was positioned midway along the second leg. This meant that it could potentially provide information about the correct initial heading, the distance after which to turn, and the correct turning angle, (see Fig 2A) .
Triangle completion task. As for the path reproduction task, participants were led to a start position and guided by the experimenter along an outbound path, comprising of an initial 2.5m leg, a 75°rotation, and a final 2m leg. However, in this task, participants were asked to return directly to the start position as accurately as possible on reaching the end of the outbound path, thereby completing a walked triangle (see Fig 2B) . The landmark position was the same as for the path reproduction task. It could potentially provide information about the correct return turning angle.
Patients were asked to complete both tasks using (i) the retinal prosthesis (i.e. system on) and (ii) no vision (i.e. blindfolded and landmark light off). Three patients able to locate the landmark using their residual vision also completed the task with the system off (see S1 Table) . Control (normally sighted) participants were asked to wear goggles that restricted their field of view (18 x 11 degrees) and visual resolution (1.6 logMAR), and similarly completed both tasks using (i) restricted vision and (ii) no vision (i.e. blindfolded and landmark light off).
Control participants were used to establish whether similarly restricted vision (in terms of field of view and resolution) could provide useful information about the visual landmark to individuals who would usually rely on vision for navigation. This would allow us to exclude the possibility that any failure of patients to use the landmark simply reflects its limited field of view and spatial resolution for these tasks. Additionally, we were able to compare control participant and patient performance when navigating without vision, so as to assess whether patients' long-term visual deprivation may have led them to develop improved non-visual navigation skills.
To ensure patients were able to localise the visual landmark, all were initially asked to walk directly toward the landmark from ten different locations within the room (differing in distance and angle from the landmark) with the system on. All four patients were able to complete this task from all ten locations. They then completed the path reproduction task first, followed by the triangle completion task. Condition order within tasks was random, and each participant completed two blocks of five trials per condition.
Data Acquisition & Analysis
Participants' positions were tracked using an optical tracking system (8 Vicon MX13 cameras) through the monitoring of five helmet-mounted reflective markers. Position coordinates were saved using Vizard (Version 4.0; Santa Barbara, CA: WorldViz LLC.) and analysed using Matlab (Version R2014a, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States) and Psychtoolbox command library [20, 21] . A bivariate normal distribution was fitted to each participant's end positions (i.e. where participants decided to stop), to estimate the x mean, y mean, x variance, y variance and x-y covariance for each condition. The FASTMCD algorithm [22] , as implemented in the Libra toolbox for Matlab [23] was used to estimate these values robustly, with the assumption of 1% aberrant (outlier) values (i.e. a value of 0.99 for the alpha parameter). The sum of the variance in x and y directions was used to obtain a single measure of total variable error, reflecting the uncertainty (or imprecision) of spatial estimates. Variable error is expected to reduce when more precise information is available, or when information from multiple sources is averaged [24, 25] . Additionally, a measure of constant error was calculated as the distance between the correct end location and the participant's end position. Constant error reflects a systematic bias (or inaccuracy) in spatial estimation, and is expected to reduce when a less biased information source is available.
Paired samples t-tests were run on control data to test for significant reductions in errors when using vision compared to when navigating without vision. Where vision was found to improve performance on navigational tasks, improvements were quantified as follows: The improvement in precision when using vision (restricted/prosthesis), was calculated as the difference in variable error when navigating with vision, compared to when navigating without vision. The improvement in accuracy when using vision (restricted/prosthesis) was calculated as the difference in constant error with vision, compared to when navigating without vision.
Given the small number of patients tested, we have elected not to report p values from inferential statistical tests. Instead, we compare each patient's performance to the 95% confidence intervals calculated from participants with normal vision. Patient data falling outside the confidence limits indicates that the difference is unlikely to have resulted from measurement error alone. 
Results
Differences in error between young and age-matched controls
A one-way ANOVA indicated no statistically significant differences in variable errors or constant errors between young and age-matched participants in the path reproduction or triangle completion tasks, (see Table 1 ). Consequently, control data was pooled together for further analysis.
Variable Error
Path reproduction. A paired samples t-test indicated that control participants had significantly higher variable errors without vision than with vision (t[10] = 3.806, p = 0.003). Based on these control data, 95% of normally sighted participants would be expected to show reductions in error of 0.105m-0.402m. Patient data fell outside of these confidence intervals, and three of four showed better performance without vision. In addition, all four patients' variable errors without vision were less than the lower limit of the 95% confidence intervals of normally sighted participants (ID 001-004: 0.115m, 0.031m, 0.084m, 0.117m compared to 95% CI: 0.178m-0.483m; see Fig 3A) .
Triangle completion. A paired samples t-test indicated that control participants had significantly higher variable errors without vision than with vision (t[10] = 2.780, p = 0.020). Based on these control data, 95% of normally sighted participants would be expected to show reductions in error of 0.038m-0.346m. Two patients showed data that fell outside of these confidence intervals, showing better performance without vision. Again, all four patients' variable errors without vision were less than the lower limit of the 95% confidence intervals of normally sighted participants (ID 001-004: 0.153m, 0.047m, 0.294m, 0.225m compared to 95% CI: 0.299m-0.670m; see Fig 3A) .
Constant Error
Path reproduction. A paired samples t-test indicated that control participants had significantly higher constant errors without vision than with vision (t[10] = 2.537, p = 0.030). Based on this control data, 95% of normally sighted participants would be expected to show reductions in error of 0.027m-0.415m. Patient data fell outside of these confidence intervals, and all patients showed better performance without vision. Three of four patients' constant errors without vision were less than the lower limit of the 95% confidence intervals of normally sighted participants (ID 001, 002, 004: 0.178m, 0.133m, 0.335m compared to 95% CI: 0.391m-0.861m; see Fig 3B) .
Triangle completion. A paired samples t-test indicated that control participants showed no significant differences in constant errors without vision than with vision (t[10] = 1.0316, p = 0.3266). Two of four patients' constant errors without vision were less than the lower limit of the 95% confidence intervals of normally sighted participants (ID 003, 004: 0.169m, 0.327m compared to 95% CI: 0.463m-1.693m; see Fig 3B) . Table 1 . Results of a one-way ANOVA comparing variable and constant errors between young and age-matched participants. Visual and Non-Visual Navigation with a Retinal Prosthesis A Spearman's correlation was used to test whether any inability to improve performance when using vision could be due to floor effects (i.e. participants having already very precise and accurate non-visual performance). There were significant positive associations between errors in the no vision condition and the percentage improvement in errors with vision, for both tasks, indicating that participants with greater errors in the no vision condition showed greater improvements with vision (Variable errors: path reproduction: r s [13] 
Learning Effect
As the same path was repeated, to understand whether participants learnt over the course of the experiment, linear regression analyses were run to assess (i) the effect of trial number on constant error and (ii) the effect of block number on variable error. Blocks rather than trials were used for variable error because variance can only be calculated over a set of trials. Trial number did not statistically significantly predict constant error in either path reproduction or triangle completion tasks for control or patient participants (path reproduction: controls: F S4 Table) . These results indicate that participants did not learn over the course of this experiment. If participants had shown learning, it would have been necessary to consider the effect of task order and any differing learning rates between groups, when comparing their navigational errors.
Discussion
This study assessed whether patients implanted with the Argus II retinal prosthesis would use this new visual signal to improve navigational precision, by using spatial information provided by an indirect visual landmark (an illuminated floor lamp) as well as non-visual self-motion cues. Low resolution, restricted field of view vision was sufficiently informative to lead to improvements in navigational precision in normally sighted participants, in both a path reproduction and triangle completion task. In a multisensory cue integration framework [24, 25] , this shows that the visual cue was at least as useful (reliable), for normally sighted adults, as non-visual self-motion information. Two patients implanted with the Argus II prosthesis showed similar improvements in precision (to normally sighted adults) on a triangle completion task. In contrast, three patients on the path reproduction task and two patients on the triangle completion task showed reduced precision when navigating with the Argus II prosthesis. This result is consistent with patients either (i) using the (more variable) visual cue only (ii) switching between visual and non-visual cues or (iii) combining visual and non-visual information, but not weighting these according to their reliability.
Argus II patients' inability to use the visual landmark to improve their navigational precision is partly due to dissimilarities between the new vision afforded by the prostheses and the native vision (even when restricted by goggles): Firstly, the field of view and resolution of the Argus II were more limited for some patients than that approximated by the control-worn goggles. Both field of view and resolution are dependent on the number of functioning electrodes in the implant, and only one patient had all electrodes working (this varied among the four patients, from 47-100%). Secondly, the vision afforded by the prostheses consists of pixelated phosphenes and thus is qualitatively different to the blurred vision experienced by control participants. Thirdly, because the phosphenes elicited by the device have variable persistence independent of the stimulus [26] , using this visual information sometimes requires memory and/or continual head scanning to elicit further phosphenes. Despite differences between native and prosthetic vision, all four patients were able to perceive the landmark, as shown by their ability to walk directly toward it from various locations within the room. However, obtaining accurate estimates of angles and distances using prosthetic vision was challenging for them. Patients reported using their head scanning movements together with the percepts elicited to estimate angles and distances. For example, they computed the landmark's distance by considering the amount they had to move their head to detect its edges (small head scanning movements being sufficient from far distances, larger head scanning movements needed if near to the landmark). These computations are effortful and subject to inaccuracies. Indeed, in the path reproduction task, controls showed significantly lower constant errors when navigating with vision, compared to without, but patients showed higher mean constant errors with the prosthesis instead, indicating that the prosthesis tended to bias their navigation estimates.
In addition, to limitations in the signal afforded by the prosthesis, differences between groups in non-visual processing may also partly account for the differential results between groups and across conditions. Specifically, patients showed lower variable errors when navigating without vision, compared to controls, in both path reproduction and triangle completion tasks. Results showed that the degree of improvement in error when navigating with vision was positively associated with the magnitude of error when navigating without vision. Thus, participants who were already very precise non-visual navigators were limited in their potential to improve their performance with vision. Path reproduction can be done by accurate encoding of distances and turns via self-motion [27] , while in triangle completion participants must compute angles and distances so as to decide on a new (previously not walked) home-bound path [8] . Triangle completion can be done by self-motion alone [28] , but visual landmarks can usefully reduce errors, and predominate over self-motion in healthy adults [29] . Correspondingly, using the prosthesis did not improve navigational precision in the path reproduction task, where patients could rely on their enhanced non-visual sensory information instead. Three of four patients actually showed increased imprecision when navigating with vision on this task. However, in the triangle completion task for which vision is more relevant and patients showed higher non-visual errors (compared to in the path reproduction task), patients showed differing results, with two of four showing similar improvements in precision as controls when using vision.
In summary, the visual information afforded by the retinal prosthesis did not consistently improve performance on both tasks. This is partly because the visual signal is different to native vision and involves using effortful strategies to estimate angles and distances, but also partly because patients were expert non-visual navigators in these tasks, and so the non-visual information was much more reliable than the visual information provided by the prosthesis. Enhanced non-visual performance in these patients may be the result of increased practice and/or cortical reorganisation (e.g. [30, 31, 32] ). It is possible that given more complex paths, with more turns and greater distances, non-visual information would become so much less reliable that patients could demonstrate larger benefits from the new visual signal. Additionally, although patients completed training covering how to use the device on receiving the implant, all four patients in this study reported that they tended not to use the prosthesis for navigation in everyday life, having learnt to rely on non-visual navigational strategies, (all four patients had been blind for at least 15 years). Whilst in this study, we found that neither controls nor patients learnt over the course of the experiment, it would be interesting to assess whether with more trials and feedback, patients could improve their navigational precision, as they learnt to compute distance and angle information with the new visual signal. Similarly, patients who have been visually deprived for a shorter amount of time, may show less-developed non-visual sensory skills, increased reliance on the sensory signal afforded by the prosthesis in daily activities, and consequently possibly improved performance on multisensory tasks when the prosthetic visual signal is available.
Conclusion
Patients implanted with the Argus II retinal prosthesis did not use the vision afforded by the prosthesis to reduce their navigational uncertainty for path reproduction, but two patients did show a similar multisensory benefit to normally sighted adults in the triangle completion task. All patients showed greater precision than controls in both tasks when navigating without vision. The differential results between patients and control participants may be partly accounted for by differences in (i) the reliability of the visual signal afforded by the prosthesis and the control-worn goggles, and (ii) the reliability of non-visual processing between groups, due to the duration of visual deprivation, practice and/or sensory reorganisation. Table. Results of a repeated measures ANOVA comparing variable and constant errors between conditions (prosthetic vision system-on, residual vision system-off, no vision system-off and blindfolded). There were no significant differences in variable errors or constant errors between conditions. (EPS) S2 Table. Variable 
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